
Dedicated to compost, green waste, wood and bark  is the PDS-R star screen 
disk, made of parallel shafts and rubber star discs. 
The innovative geometry of the discs is that one finger is longer than the others 
so that it keeps the previous and the following shaft clean while rotating.

Model Power installed
from – to

Screening surface
from – to  

Production
from – to Screening section

from-to
ton/hour mc/hour

PDS 3 -2x5,5 kW 1,6x2 - 1,6x6 m 15-80 40-230

PEV 3 - 2x5,5 kW 1,6x2 - 1,6x6 m 15-80 40-230

PDS-R 3 - 2x3   kW 1x2 - 1x6 m  4-14 20-70

30 - 400 mm

30 - 400 mm

10 - 25 mm

Different size upon request
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PROMECO STAR SCREEN

PROMECO FLIP-FLOP PFF

The Promeco star screens PDS and PEV are the most reliable screen for the separa-
tion of all kind of material.

The PDS consists of several parallel rollers installed on a supporting structure and 
powered by a motor and movement transmission devices. Each roller is a shaft on 
which several discs and idle tubes are fixed. While the rotation of the shafts moves 
along further the material, the fine material falls between the discs on the conveyor 
belt.

The unique feature of the PEV is that every idle tube is provided with a rod con-
nected to another horizontal rod adapted to prevent the complete rotation of the 
idle tubes:  this mechanism allows the PDS to screen every kind of material, even 
the thinnest ones that would otherwise twist on the rollers causing a blockage of the 
system.

Promeco Flip-Flop (PFF) is a ballistic separator designed to 
separate solid waste according to density, size and shape.

The PFF separes the input material as:
• Fines (inert, organic matter)
• Rolling (3D materials)
• Flat (2D materials)
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